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Abstract—This paper reports on an approach that contributes
towards the problem of discovering fuzzy association rules that
exhibit a temporal pattern. The novel application of the 2-
tuple linguistic representation identifies fuzzy association rules
in a temporal context, whilst maintaining the interpretability of
linguistic terms. Iterative Rule Learning (IRL) with a Genetic
Algorithm (GA) simultaneously induces rules and tunes the
membership functions. The discovered rules were compared with
those from a traditional method of discovering fuzzy association
rules and results demonstrate how the traditional method can
loose information because rules occur at the intersection of
membership function boundaries. New information can be mined
from the proposed approach by improving upon rules discovered
with the traditional method and by discovering new rules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Knowledge discovery in databases is the process of ac-
quiring useful information from databases [1]. Data mining
is one step of this process that seeks to discover knowledge
that is accurate, comprehensible and interesting [2]. There
are two tasks of data mining that are distinguished by the
use of the information discovered: predictive for classification
or prediction tasks, and descriptive for providing information
about patterns and relationships present in data.
Association rule mining is a descriptive data mining
task that identifies significant correlations between items in
transactional data [3], which is often referred to as market
basket analysis. Fuzzy sets [4] are used to model quantitative
attributes with fuzzy association rule mining [5]. An example
of a typical fuzzy association rule is 20% of customers
matched the rule below.
IF quantity of pizza is high THEN quantity of beer is high
Applications of association rule mining are found in
domains such as business, bioinformatics, environmental
monitoring and network security, to mention a few. This paper
focuses on an extension of fuzzy association rules where the
rules occur more frequently in a temporal period of a dataset,
e.g., the rule above may occur frequently over the weekend.
This paper uses fuzzy sets to represent numeric values with
linguistic labels [6] so they are more comprehensible and
interpretable. This is common in the area of association rule
mining [5], [7] but also more generally in predictive tasks,
e.g., [8], [9], [10]. For mining fuzzy association rules in the
traditional manner, the following procedure is often used.
1) Define linguistic labels and membership function param-
eters.
2) Mine the rules using the linguistic labels.
It is this two stage procedure that presents an interesting
problem because some temporal rules can be lost as a result
of the first stage. The traditional method assumes that the
membership functions are static, meaning they do not change
between when the first and last transactions occurred, and
so they hold across the entire dataset. However, different
membership functions to those that were defined before the
mining process may yield more significant rules in some
temporal periods of the dataset. For example, the membership
function drawn with a dashed line in Figure 1 was not found
before the mining process, but, it appears more frequently in
transactions in a temporal period of a dataset.
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Fig. 1. Example of membership function occurring (dashed line) on
intersection of two adjacent membership functions in a temporal period of
a dataset.
Figure 1 shows how some rules may not be represented
fully because membership functions may lie on the intersection
of membership function boundaries. Although traditional
methods do find temporal patterns of fuzzy association rules,
they may not discover all significant patterns because of this
problem. This paper addresses the problem of how to define
these membership functions in a temporal context and how to
discover rules associated with them.
Previous work [11], [12] has tackled this problem with
methods that focus more on accuracy. Other work [13]
has used the 2-tuple linguistic representation has previously
been used to achieve good accuracy without a significant
loss in interpretability. In this paper, the 2-tuple linguistic
representation [14] maintains interpretability of knowledge and
investigates its use within a temporal context to find rules.
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This paper is presented as follows. Section II provides an
overview of preliminaries of association rule mining. The
novel concept of our approach is described in Section III.
In Section IV the experimental methodology and results are
discussed, and conclusions are drawn in Section V.
II. ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Association rule mining is an exploratory and descriptive
rule induction process of identifying significant correlations
between items in Boolean transaction datasets [3]. Association
rules are expressed as an implication of the form X ⇒ Y
where the consequent and antecedent are sets of Boolean items
where X ∩ Y = ∅.
A dataset contains a set of N transactions
T = {t1, t2, ..., tN} where each transaction comprises a
subset of items, from M items I = {i1, i2, ..., iM}, referred
to as an itemset. To extract association rules from datasets
the support-confidence framework was introduced with the
Apriori algorithm in [15]. The support count for an itemset,
σ(X), is defined as
σ(X) = |{ti|X ⊆ ti, ti ∈ T}|. (1)
The support measure determines the strength of a relationship
by evaluating how often the rule occurs and is defined as
s(X ⇒ Y ) =
σ(X ∪ Y )
N
. (2)
The confidence measure determines how frequently the items
in the consequent occur in transactions containing the an-
tecedent and is defined as
c(X ⇒ Y ) =
σ(X ∪ Y )
σ(X)
. (3)
These measures have minimum thresholds that are used to
extract rules from the dataset with a deterministic method,
such as the Apriori algorithm. The background behind the two
extensions is now discussed.
A. Fuzzy Association Rules
Fuzzy sets are used to model the quantities of items in
an association rule, e.g., large amount of pizza. A linguistic
representation describes quantities of an item in a way that is
more interpretable and comprehensible for humans [9].
Using quantitative information of items in association rules
was first realised by [16] where the quantitative values
were discretised into intervals with uniform partitions. Fuzzy
association rules were introduced with the F-APACS algorithm
[5] to express quantitative attributes with linguistic labels in a
way that is more natural to human reasoning and to overcome
issues with discovering rules because of the crisp boundaries
of attribute intervals. This represented quantitative attribute
values of rules with linguistic labels modelled by fuzzy sets to
enhance the interpretability and to better handle inaccuracies
in physical measurements.
In [17] it was recognised that preprocessing the data to
define attribute intervals can loose information because the
generation of rules is limited to the crisp boundaries of
discretised intervals and this does not allow for a concise repre-
sentation of some rules. Over the past decade, computational
intelligence has been used to overcome this problem where
tasks focus on searching for optimal intervals, inducing rules
and also modelling quantities with fuzzy sets. The synergy of
evolutionary computation and fuzzy sets has become popular
for such tasks [18]. Evolutionary algorithms are suitable for
association rule mining because they can search complex
spaces and they address difficult optimisation problems, which
has led to much recent interest in this data mining problem
[19].
Some methods for defining membership functions for fuzzy
association rules are clustering [20], expert knowledge [5]
and GAs[7], [21]. These approaches define the membership
functions first before exhaustively searching for fuzzy associ-
ation rules. A GA is a metaheuristic global search method
based on the principles of natural selection and genetics
[22]. GAs have proven to be effective search methods for a
variety of problems using fuzzy rules [19]. Simultaneously
evolving both membership functions and fuzzy rules is a
common approach in fuzzy rule-based systems (FRBSs) [19],
particularly for FRBS controllers [23], approximate interval
based association rules [17] and approximate fuzzy association
rules [11], [12]. In these works the purpose of simultaneously
evolving both the definition of membership functions and
induction of rules leans more towards improving accuracy.
Previous approaches for discovering temporal patterns in fuzzy
association rules [11], [12] use an approximate approach
because the focus on accuracy allows the discovery of
hidden temporal patterns. In this paper a GA simultaneously
induces rules and tunes membership functions where the main
contribution is that the interpretability is maintained. Similar
works that simultaneously evolve parts of rules are those that
select rules from a rule base (not rule induction) and also
tune membership functions. Some of the many [24] approaches
for maintaining interpretability of a FRBS include the use of
linguistic hedges [9] and the 2-tuple linguistic representation
[8].
A review of fuzzy association rule mining with evolutionary
algorithms can be found in [25].
B. Temporal Association Rules
The term temporal association rules can cover a broad
area of temporal data mining [26]. This paper focuses on
association rules where the frequency of their occurrence (i.e.,
support) changes throughout a temporal dataset.
Methods based on the support-confidence framework do not
capture rules that fall below the minimum support threshold.
However, some of these rules may have a relatively high
support over a short period of time so these are known as
temporal association rules. The lifespan property [27] is an
example that measures support from when the items were
available to when they stopped being available, or taken off
the shelf. This captures an element of the dynamic nature of
a dataset.
A step towards analysing areas of the dataset where
rule support changes throughout an item’s lifespan of its
availability is cyclic association rule mining [28]. The dataset
is partitioned to a desired time granularity and rules are
induced from each partition. Support values of association
rules in the partitions are represented as binary sequences
and pattern matching identifies cyclical patterns. These are
fully periodic rules because they repeatedly occur at regular
intervals. Partially periodic rules [29] relax the regularity found
in fully periodic rules so the cyclic behaviour is found in
only some segments of the dataset and is not always repeated
regularly. Calendar-based schemas can be used [30] to define
the temporal intervals so the method is less restrictive and
reduces the requirement of prior knowledge. These works
illustrate the types of temporal patterns that can potentially
be extracted with our proposed method.
III. LATERAL DISPLACEMENT OF MEMBERSHIP
FUNCTIONS
The aim of this paper is to find fuzzy association rules
that have a temporal pattern whilst maintaining the inter-
pretability of the linguistic labels. Traditional methods define
the membership functions before the mining process and this
restricts the temporal patterns that can be discovered. Some
fuzzy association rules can have stronger temporal patterns in
a temporal period of the dataset because different membership
functions are used. These temporal patterns can be discovered
by simultaneously inducing rules and tuning the membership
functions with a GA. The 2-tuple linguistic representation is
used to tune the membership functions within the context of a
temporal period. This captures temporal patterns that can occur
on the intersections of membership function boundaries. In this
section, the 2-tuple linguistic representation is introduced and
then the GA for mining temporal fuzzy association rules is
presented.
A. The 2-tuple linguistic representation
A 2-tuple fuzzy set is a linguistic representation based on a
symbolic translation of a fuzzy set [14]. A symbolic translation
is the lateral displacement of the fuzzy set within the interval
[−0.5, 0.5) that expresses the domain of a term when it is
displaced between two linguistic labels. It is a fuzzy set that
maintains its shape whilst it is shifted left or right from its
original membership function. A 2-tuple fuzzy set is defined
as
(sj , αj), sj ∈ S, αj ∈ [−0.5, 0.5), (4)
where S represents a set of linguistic labels and α is the lateral
displacement of a linguistic label. Figure 2 is an example of 3
membership functions, where s1 (grey) is laterally displaced
(light grey) to give a 2-tuple membership function, (s1,−0.3).
The 2-tuple linguistic representation was proposed by
[14] for computing words. The computational methods for
computing with words can produce a loss of information and
the 2-tuple linguistic representation is used to overcome this
limitation [14]. Since then, the 2-tuple linguistic representation
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Fig. 2. Example of 2-tuple membership function, (s1,−0.3).
has been used for FRBSs in control and regression prob-
lems, which are demonstrated in [8]. The 2-tuple linguistic
representation has been used as a postprocessing step for
tuning linguistic rules to improve accuracy whilst maintaining
interpretability of rules [8]. This was later applied to fuzzy
association rules in [13] to improve rule quality. The initial
fuzzy sets were uniformly partitioned and a GA learnt the
lateral displacement.
It is crucial that the meaning of linguistic labels is
maintained because this is a descriptive data mining process
where interpretability is important. Approximate fuzzy models
(typically for regression, control and classification) focus on
accuracy and tuning interpretability [19, p. 19], but this
work focuses on interpretability and tuning accuracy. With
a linguistic representation, particularly for Mamdani FRBSs,
there is a lack of flexibility of input and out spaces [21, p. 16].
In this paper the 2-tuple linguistic representation overcomes
this by allowing flexibility within a temporal context. The
interpretability of linguistic labels is maintained and the
accuracy is tuned to temporal periods of the data set using
the 2-tuple linguistic representation.
B. Evolving rules and lateral displacements
In this paper the GA finds fuzzy association rules that
exhibit temporal patterns. The GA is well suited to this
problem because the combination of temporal and fuzzy
association rules presents a challenging problem with a
complex search space. The GA serves two purposes in this
approach; it simultaneously tunes the lateral displacements of
membership functions and also finds fuzzy association rules.
The GA works by tuning 2-tuple membership functions of a
rule in a random temporal partition of the dataset so the rule is
specific to that temporal partition. The result is that new rules
can be induced with higher temporal support for that partition.
The GA is based on CHC [31], an algorithm whose key
differences from a traditional GA (e.g., [22]) is that it uses no
mutation and has a restart approach. The CHC algorithm is
chosen because it has slow convergence and can run for a long
time to achieve higher quality solutions [8]. Rules are coded
with the Michigan method of representing one rule with one
chromosome and an IRL approach is incorporated into CHC.
Chromosome
A chromosome, C, has mixed types and is defined as
C = (el, eu, i1, s1, α1, a1, . . . , ik, sk, αk, ak),
where the lower temporal endpoint is el, the upper endpoint is
eu, i is the item (e.g., pizza), s is the linguistic label for that
item (e.g., lots), α is the lateral displacement of that linguistic
label, a determines the antecedent or consequent part and k is
the number of items in a rule. All parts are randomly initialised
within their bounds. Minimum temporal support [11] restricts
the length of the endpoints, otherwise the GA evolves towards
the smallest temporal period.
The linguistic labels are modelled with symmetric triangular
fuzzy sets so the lateral displacement can be encoded with one
parameter. This approach has the advantage of reducing the
search space by removing other parameters of a membership
function from the chromosome. This is particularly important
because it counteracts the increase in space arising from the
need to simultaneously search for rules, tune the membership
functions and search the temporal space. Not all items are
represented in the chromosome because there can be a large
number of items to consider in real-world market basket
applications. So, items are randomly selected to appear in
chromosomes during initialisation and restarts.
Fitness Evaluation
Fitness of a chromosome is the addition of temporal
fuzzy support (modified from [27] to include fuzzy sets) and
confidence, and is defined as
Fitness(C) =
(∑eu
j=el
FuzzySupport(C(j)X ∩ C
(j)
Y )
eu − el
)
(5)
+
(∑eu
j=el
FuzzySupport(C(j)X ∩ C
(j)
Y )∑eu
j=el
FuzzySupport(C(j)X )
)
,
where C is a chromosome, X is the antecedent fuzzy itemset,
Y is the consequent fuzzy itemset and j is a dataset transaction
between the el lower endpoint and the eu upper endpoint.
The FuzzySupport [32] uses minimum for the intersection
operation.
Selection
Selection combines both the offspring population and
the parent population that then compete to form the next
population. The key difference from other GAs is that the
competition occurs across generations rather than competing
only amongst the offspring population. Elitist selection is
applied.
Restart
CHC is particularly good at maintaining diversity and so
mutation is not used [31]. Instead mutation is introduced
in the form of a restart operator only when the population
has converged (not termination criteria). When a population
is restarted each individual is reinitialised, except the best
individual, this is just copied, and the algorithm continues.
The best individual is used as a template for creating the
other individuals. CHC does this by flipping a percentage
of bits in a binary representation, this was referred to as
divergence rate [31]. CHC uses a binary representation but
here we use a mixed representation of interval data types
(lateral displacement) and nominal data types (item, attribute,
time). Bits should not be flipped for nominal types because
there is no order amongst elements. So in this paper divergence
rate is redefined as a threshold for determining the probability
that a gene is reinitialised.
Population convergence is measured by the number of
generations where no new individuals are introduced. An
incest prevention mechanism uses a difference threshold that
is decremented by 5% at every generation when there is no
new individual and once it drops below 0% the population
is restarted. This incest prevention mechanism is linked with
the crossover operator. Crossover is only performed on two
individuals when the difference in genotypes is above the
difference threshold. The purpose is so that only very different
chromosomes are crossed over. In the original CHC algorithm
the Hamming distance is used on bit strings. As in [8], [13],
the Gray Code is used for genes that are interval data types
(lateral displacement and endpoints), allowing the Hamming
distance to be used. For coherence, only lateral displacements
of the same item–attribute pair are compared and if they do
not match then the maximum difference in Gray Code is
assigned for each chromosome (e.g., 0s for a chromosome
and 1s for the other). The representation used in this paper
is mixed where the combination of item, fuzzy label and
antecedent/consequent clauses are nominal, so the Jaccard
distance is used to provide a measure of dissimilarity. The
measures are normalised and aggregated with the arithmetic
mean, and this is then used with the difference threshold.
Reproduction
Only the crossover operator is used in CHC. The chromo-
some has mixed data types and so crossover is a hybrid method
of the parent centric BLX-α (PCBLX-α) operator [33] for
genes with continuous data and a method of swapping genes
for discrete data. The steps involved in crossover are presented
here.
STEP 1: Crossover the endpoints by randomly swapping
both lower and upper endpoints, and perform the following
substeps.
STEP 1.1: If endpoints are the same. Add/subtract
minimum temporal support to/from the lower/upper.
STEP 1.2: If upper endpoint subtracted lower endpoint
is greater than the minimum temporal support.
STEP 1.3: If the lower endpoint is larger than the lower
endpoint.
STEP 2: For each part of a rule (combination of item,
attribute, lateral displacement and antecedent/consequent
clause) in the chromosome, perform the following sub-
steps.
STEP 2.1: If the both items and attributes are the
same then copy items and attributes into the offspring,
crossover the lateral displacement using PCBLX-α and
crossover the consequent flag by random swap.
STEP 2.2: If the items are the same but the attributes
are different then copy the items into the offspring,
crossover the attributes by randomly swapping the
attributes and their corresponding lateral displacement
values, and crossover the consequent flag by random
swap.
STEP 2.3: If the items are different then crossover
the items by randomly swapping the items, and their
corresponding attributes and lateral displacements.
Iterative Rule Learning
IRL is a process where one rule is chosen from one run
of a GA. The GA is run many times to produce a set
of rules. This is an approach first used in [10] where a
GA continues to extract classification rules when there are
still examples labelled “uncovered”. Other methods penalise
previously covered rules (e.g., [17]). In this paper IRL is
performed by maintaining a set of rules evolved from each
run of the GA, this final rule set contains all discovered
rules and is considered the final result of this data mining
method. Chromosomes are penalised in the fitness function
if the candidate rule matches a rule from the rule set.
A match is determined by comparing clauses of a rule
where the item, attribute and antecedent/consequent flag are
considered to be a single clause that are compared. The lateral
displacements of two clauses are then compared and they
are considered the same if the difference in absolute values
of lateral displacements is less than 0.5. For example, the
absolute difference of the lateral displacements -0.45 and 0.25
is 0.7 so the fuzzy sets are considered different. Candidate
chromosomes that have previously been discovered, and are
present in the rule set, are penalised by setting their fitness to
0. This penalisation method helps to guide search away from
previously discovered rules so that the final rule set is diverse.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
An experiment was run to demonstrate improvements over
traditional methods and how extra knowledge can be gained
with the method proposed in this paper. The experiment
was conducted with software modified from the KEEL tool
(Knowledge Extraction based on Evolutionary Learning) [34].
A. Dataset
The dataset was produced from the IBM synthetic dataset
generator [15] and can be considered as a benchmark because
it is used in many works such as [15], [7], [28], [30], [11], [12].
This is a market basket dataset that consists of the items and
quantities of items sold in every shopping basket. Quantitative
values were assigned randomly to items in a similar manner
as [7] and the parameters used are: 10,000 transactions, 64
items, with quantities in the range 1–20.
B. Methodology
A comparison was performed between a traditional ap-
proach to mining fuzzy association rules and the approach
proposed in this paper. The purpose was to discover new
descriptive knowledge by:
• an improvement in temporal fuzzy support of existing
rules discovered by the traditional approach.
• discovering new rules that were lost with the traditional
approach but then discovered with our proposed ap-
proach.
The CHC algorithm has already been described in Sec-
tion III and so the traditional algorithm will be discussed here
with details of its configuration and parameters.
The FuzzyApriori algorithm [32] is an extension to the
classical Apriori algorithm [15] that mines fuzzy association
rules. FuzzyApriori uses a breadth-first search to find all
fuzzy association rules that are above user specified thresholds,
minimum support and minimum confidence. This is the
traditional method that is compared with the CHC algorithm.
FuzzyApriori only discovers fuzzy association rules and not
rules that are temporal. To find temporal fuzzy association
rules with FuzzyApriori an exhaustive search of dataset
partitions is conducted. The dataset is partitioned according
to a temporal granularity and FuzzyApriori is applied to
each partition separately. This is similar to the approach in
[28], except our method searches for single temporal patterns
in one partition only and not across many partitions as is
the case for cyclic rules. The time granularity is the same
as the minimum temporal support so the partitions used in
FuzzyApriori are directly comparable with the lower and
upper endpoints evolved with CHC. Partitions of the dataset
are created by enumerating all partition sizes, of granularity
equal to minimum temporal support, and enumerating all
possible starting positions. This ensures every temporal period
is covered at this level of granularity. The rules discovered
largely depend on how the dataset is partitioned, and so in
practise, various levels of granularity would be used to gain
information relevant to an application.
Uniform discretisation was applied to the dataset to produce
membership functions for 3 linguistic labels before running
both the FuzzyApriori and CHC algorithm. All methods of dis-
cretisation evaluate the entire dataset to produce fuzzy labels
so they suffer from the same problem when analysing temporal
patterns. For this reason, other methods of discretisation are
not considered.
Thresholds for minimum temporal support and minimum
confidence were set at 0.025 and 5% respectively for the
FuzzyApriori algorithm. The same level of minimum temporal
support was also used in CHC. The results of the FuzzyApriori
showed that 99.˙9% of rules produced were of length 2, so
IRL was limited to only evolve rules of that length. The GAs
population size was 50, divergence rate was 0.35, factor for
PCBLX-α was 1.0, temporal granularity was 100, CHC was
limited to 50,000 fitness evaluations and IRL ran for 10,000
iterations for rules of length 2.
C. Results
Some general results are presented here and then the
improvement in temporal fuzzy support and discovery of new
rules is discussed.
In Table I, the FuzzyApriori algorithm produced more rules
because it is an exhaustive search, whilst the IRL approach was
limited to 10,000 rules. The average temporal fuzzy support
is lower for CHC so the rules produced have less temporal
fuzzy support on average. Yet, the confidence is considerably
higher, which is consistent with the results in [13].
TABLE I
RESULTS OF CHC AND FUZZYAPRIORI
Measure CHC FuzzyApriori
Number of Rules 10000 90325
Average temporal fuzzy support 0.025 0.031
Average confidence (%) 99.986 24.187
Mode of dataset partitions 100 100
Figure 3 provides more information on the temporal fuzzy
support measures of the rules discovered from each method.
The minimum temporal support threshold in FuzzyApriori
effectively sets the minimum in the boxplot, where as CHC
does not have this threshold and so has the ability to produce
low temporal support rules. Lowering the minimum temporal
support threshold in FuzzyApriori would only produce low
support rules because the exhaustive search method has
discovered the rules already reported. FuzzyApriori has a more
prominent right skew than CHC because of the downward
closure property, which is a key part to the Apriori algorithm.
The difference in confidence values between the two methods
is considerable (Figure 4). Although FuzzyApriori discovers
rules with higher temporal fuzzy support further analysis is
required to ascertain whether CHC is improving existing rules
and discovering new rules.
Fig. 3. Boxplot of temporal fuzzy support for CHC and FuzzyApriori (FA).
Fig. 4. Boxplot of confidence for CHC and FuzzyApriori (FA).
1) Improved Rules: Rules that were present in the results
of both approaches were identified and analysed to show
how many were improved. Rules were determined to be
present in both approaches if they had the same temporal
period and item/linguistic label, but the lateral displacement
was not checked because FuzzyApriori does not use the 2-
tuple linguistic representation. Table II shows the percentage
of rules that were found in both approaches and whether
these rules were an improvement in temporal fuzzy support.
There were 21.27% of rules from CHC that were also
discovered in FuzzyApriori. The CHC approach improved the
temporal fuzzy support for 10.78% rules that were discovered
in FuzzyApriori. This demonstrates how the CHC method
can improve upon existing temporal fuzzy association rules
because the temporal fuzzy support has increased. Although,
nearly the same amount (10.49%) where found to degrade the
temporal fuzzy support and these rules have no benefit.
TABLE II
RULES FOUND IN CHC AND FUZZYAPRIORI
Temporal Fuzzy Support
Decrease(%) Increase(%) Total(%)
CHC and FuzzyApriori 10.49 10.78 21.27
Only CHC 4.26 74.47 78.73
2) New Rules: This analysis shows new rules that were
discovered with our proposed approach. From Table II, the
remaining 78.73% of rules found with CHC were new rules
not discovered with the traditional approach, FuzzyApriori.
From all rules, 74.47% had an increase in temporal fuzzy
support and this appears to show that these rules discovered
with CHC are new. The rules are considered to be new because
an exhaustive search (FuzzyApriori approach) did not discover
them, although, that is not to say they do not exist. These rules
have been discarded by the FuzzyApriori approach because
they fall below the minimum temporal support and minimum
confidence thresholds. It is the proposed approach of using the
2-tuple linguistic representation that is able to find these rules
if they have a strong temporal fuzzy support.
Further analysis in Table III reveals how the minimum
thresholds contributed towards removing rules in the
FuzzyApriori approach. There were 77.71% rules that
were not discovered because they fell below the minimum
temporal support threshold. There were also 1.02% rules that
were not discovered because they fell below the minimum
confidence threshold1. Since the minimum temporal support
and minimum confidence thresholds are determined by the
user as a levels of significance for rules, we are only interested
in the rules that have evolved a temporal fuzzy support that
is now above the minimum temporal support threshold.
Table IV analyses the rules that were not found with the
FuzzyApriori approach and have evolved a temporal fuzzy
support above the minimum threshold. The data in Table IV
is the same as Table III except that it reports only on those
rules that are now above the minimum temporal support.
These are considered to be the final result of the mining
1Some of these rules have temporal fuzzy support above the threshold.
TABLE III
RULES NOT DISCOVERED IN FUZZYAPRIORI
Temporal Fuzzy Support
Decrease(%) Increase(%) Total(%)
Below min. temporal support 3.73 73.98 77.71
Below min. confidence 0.53 0.49 1.02
78.73
process because they are now significant (i.e., above the
minimum temporal support that is a user defined level of
significance). A total of 25.38% rules were not discovered with
the FuzzyApriori approach because they fell below a minimum
threshold: 24.65% below the minimum temporal support and
0.73% below the minimum confidence.
For discovering new rules, the data in Table IV is of
most interest because this represents rules that were lost from
the traditional approach. Figure 5 shows a boxplot of the
improvements in these rules and it can be seen that the central
tendency is left skewed suggesting there is generally a large
improvement.
TABLE IV
RULES NOT DISCOVERED IN FUZZYAPRIORI AND HAVE A FINAL
TEMPORAL FUZZY SUPPORT ABOVE THE MINIMUM THRESHOLD
Temporal Fuzzy Support
Decrease(%) Increase(%) Total(%)
Below min. temporal support 0 24.65 24.65
Below min. confidence 0.23 0.50 0.73
25.38
Fig. 5. Boxplot of improvements for rules not discovered in FuzzyApriori
and have a final temporal fuzzy support above the minimum threshold.
Figure 6 shows a comparison of the temporal fuzzy support
of the improved rules with all the rules produced from CHC
and FuzzyApriori (i.e., compared with the data in Figure 3).
The improved rules are a subset of all rules that have been
filtered according to the rules that were improved above the
minimum temporal support threshold. The central tendency
and interquartile range is higher for the improved rules than
first appeared when initially analysing the rules in Figure 3.
These improved rules represent rules that were lost with
FuzzyApriori and the improved rules are generally higher than
all the rules discovered with CHC. This means that although
many rules can be discovered with CHC, the quality of the
rules is high for rules that are genuine improvements. Figure 6
provides an accurate representation of the improved temporal
fuzzy support from our proposed approach because it focuses
on the rules were originally below the minimum temporal
support.
Fig. 6. Boxplot of temporal fuzzy support for CHC* (only improvements
below minimum temporal support), CHC and FuzzyApriori (FA).
3) Rules near Intersections: Temporal patterns in fuzzy
association rules can be lost because the patterns occur close
to the intersection of membership functions. An example of
a temporal fuzzy association rule discovered from the CHC
method in the 24.65% of rules found to be initially below the
minimum temporal support in Table IV is shown below.
Endpoints: 9300–9400
Rule: IF quantity of Item38 is (medium, -0.422)
Rule: THEN quantity of Item12 is (medium, 0.315)
This rule demonstrates high α values because the temporal
patterns occur near to the intersection of triangular member-
ship function. Figure 7 visually shows where the membership
function are located. It can be seen that both membership
function lie near to the intersection and this rule was lost
because of a low minimum temporal support threshold.
V. CONCLUSION
A novel approach for revealing hidden temporal patterns of
fuzzy association rules is presented. A new application of the
2-tuple linguistic representation is used in a temporal context
to maintain interpretability and tune the membership functions
with a GA. The problem requires the simultaneous discovery
of both rules and membership functions because the search
space is complex due to the temporal aspect.
From analysing the rules discovered from the GA and
comparing with rules produced from an exhaustive search of
rules and dataset partitions (traditional approach), it has been
demonstrated that new information can be learnt from two
perspectives.
• Improving existing rules discovered with a traditional
approach.
• Discovering new rules that would otherwise be lost under
the minimum temporal support threshold in a traditional
approach
20
1
1
µ low medium high
(medium,−0.422)
α = −0.422Item38
20
1
1
µ low medium high
(medium, 0.315)
α = 0.315Item12
Fig. 7. Fuzzy sets for example rule (IF Item38 is (medium, -0.422) THEN
Item12 is (medium, 0.315)).
Future work will focus on a real-world application and
investigate the proposed method in more detail.
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